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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 15 (1979), N U M B E R 4

On Probability of First Order Formulas
in a Given Model
JOZEF SAJDA

This paper is intended to define a probability measure for formulas of a first order language,
interpreted in a given model. The definition of probability is based on the concept of satisfaction
of the formulas by sequences of individuals of a given universe. Several results about satisfaction
are mentioned, and many results about relations among probabilities are presented. Conditional
probability and mutual independence of formulas are introduced and used to derive the Bayes'
theorem and some other results of elementary meaning.

INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental tasks of mathematical informatics is to build up logical
foundations of information theory, in order to use it at design of automatized information systems. The first step of this work is to define elementary concepts of
informatics in terms of semantic logic, further to describe properties of objects by
logical formulas, and, if possible, to construct suitable algorithms in terms of first
order logic. The most available link to connect semantic logic with mathematical
informatics seems to be probability theory. The mission of probability theory to
bridge the two disciplines mentioned as the first investigated Carnap and Bar-Hillel
in their works [ l ] , [2], [3].
This paper tries to be a positive contribution to the efforts of building up a probability apparatus over formulas of semantic logic, in order to use it then to form the
base of information theory and to apply it in forming information systems theory.
Nevertheless, only a few fundamental probabilistic concepts are defined here, and
only some of their elementary properties and mutual relations are deduced. Therefore,
the paper has an introductory character and results obtained are of elementary
meaning only.
Let
(1.1)

se = (X,&, &, C)
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be a first order language with equality, where X = {xu x2, ...} is a denumerable set
of (individual) variables and SP, 2F, C are sets of predicate, function and constant
symbols, respectively. We construct formulas of the language i f of atomic formulas
in the common way, by means of logical connectives ~~|, A , V , ->,<->, quantifiers
V, 3 and the symbol = of equality. We use also some other metasymbols such as
= , ~, | = , =>, <s>, to denote identity, syntactic equivalence, satisfaction, consequence
and semantic equivalence of formulas.
We write cp{xu x2, ..., x„] iff all free variables of the formula <p are of the set
{xu x2, ..., x,,}. If (p has exactly the free variables xtl, xi2, ..., xim, then we sometimes write (p(xh, xiz, ..., xim). Furthermore, we denote by If the set of all formulas
of the language if and by Wm the set of all those formulas of W which have exactly
m > Ofree variables.
The language if is supposed to be built up as a formal system with given axioms
and inference rules. The notion of the proof of a formula is used in the common
sense, as a finite sequence of formulas derived from the axioms by the inference rules.
Clearly, the relation ~ is an equivalence in the set W. It induces a partition W\~
of the set W into equivalence classes
W\ = {<A | <A ~ (?) ,

<p,il/eW.

1. SATISFACTION OF FIRST ORDER FORMULAS IN A MODEL
Let
(1.2)

sf = (A, 0>', &', C )

be a model of the language if, where A =f= 0 is a universe of individuals and 3P', !F'
and C are sets of predicates, functions and constants, respectively, to express real
relations available in the universe A.
There is a unique relation between the language (1.1) and its model (1.2); it can
be expressed by interpretation / , i.e. by such a mapping

/ : g -+ .-/
at which
= C,
and which is admissible in the sense that if P e & or F e BF is a /c-ary predicate or
function symbol, respectively, then P' ~ f(P) or F' = /(F) is a fc-ary predicate
of the set SP' or a function with k variables of the set 3F', respectively, and if c e C
is a constant symbol then c' = f(c) is a constant of the set C .

Satisfaction of formulas of the language J?? in the model si is used here in the
common sense. As usually we write
(1.3)

s4\= <p{xux2, ...,x„} \aua2,

...]

iff the formula <p is satisfied in the model si by the sequence aua2, ... of individuals
of the universe A.
It is well-known that satisfaction of the formula <p(xit, xi2,..., xim) by the sequence
aua2,...
depends on values of those members of the sequence which have the indices
(',, i2,,.., im, i.e. which substitute exactly all free variables in the formula <p{xu x2, ...
..., x„}, n _• m. Thus, satisfaction of the formula <p depends on the values a,,, atl, ...
..., aim and does not depend on other members of the sequence aua2, ... . Therefore,
we say briefly that if the formula <p(xh, xh, •••,xim) is satisfied by the sequence
au a2, ..., then <p is satisfied by the m-tuple (ati, ah, ..., aim).
If <p is satisfied exactly for a set B £ Am of m-tuples (bu b2, ..., bm), where bj
substitutes the variables xt then B is called a satisfaction body of the formula <p;
we denote it by |<p|. Analogically, the cylinder
(1.4)

C(<p) = {(xux2,...)\xh

= bu...,

xim=

bm},

(bub2,...,bm)e\<p\

with the base |<p| is called a satisfaction cylinder of the formula <p. If \<p\ = Am then
\<p\ or C(<p) is called a maximal satisfaction body or a maximal satisfaction cylinder
of the formula <p, respectively. Obviously, the cylinder C(<p) is maximal iff the body
\<p\ is maximal.
The formula <p is said to be true (in a model si) iff its body \<p\ is maximal. If <p
has this property in all models then <p is said to be valid formula (of the language Z£),
symbolically | = <p. The satisfaction body or the satisfaction cylinder of a closed
formula <p is either maximal (when <p is true), or empty (when <p is false).
For a true formula <p which is satisfied by any sequence au a2, ... we omit the
part [a!, a2, ...] in (1.3) in case when <p is true and write si \ = <p{xu x2, ..., x„} or
s4 I = <p only instead of (l .3). Obviously, the relation si | = <p is fulfilled iff the body
\<p\ is maximal.
In what follows we use some known facts:
(F 1) If si | = <p then
J* | = (KXl) (Kx2)...

(Kx„) <p{xu x2,...,

x„} , (K is V or 3 ) .

(F 2) A formula <p is true in si iff its closure is true in si, i.e. si \= <p iff
(1.5)

si\=

(Vx.)(Vx 2 ) ... (Vx„) <p{xu x2,...,

(F 3) For any formula cp e Wm,
(1.6)
iff si 1= q>.

\<p\ = Am ,

m > 0,

x„} .

It is obvious, that any formula cp can be extended (e.g. by conjunction of cp with
a suitable true formula) to a formula (p*, which is satisfied iff cp is satisfied, and the
set of free variables of which contains the set of all free variables of cp as a proper
subset. In case of two formulas cp and \j/ this extension can be chosen in such a way,
that the extended formulas cp* and ip* have the same free variables. The process of
extension of formulas by this way is called a unification of free variables and yielded
formulas cp* and ij/^'-nnified formulas.
The advantage of the unification of free variables is that it enables to suppose for
yielding formulas the same domain of satisfaction as for their components.
(F 4) Let cp, \jj e Wm be any unified formulas. Then the following equations are
fulfilled:
(1.7)

\~lcp\

=j^|,

(1.8)

\cp A <P\ = \cp\ n |i>| ,

(1.9)

\cp v i/r| = \cp\ u |i/r| ,

(1.10)

\<p -> «A| = ^ | u |i/r| ,

(1.11.)

\cp « - i>| = {\cp\ n | ^ | ) u (j^l n f^r]) ,

where Y = Am — Yis the complement of the set Y with respect to Am.
( F 5) Let cp, \j/ e Wm be any unified formulas, cp being true. Then
\l(p\

=V>,

\cp A l>| =

\cp -* l//| =

\<p *-> 1>| =

|l//| ,

|tp v i/'l = |^ -» <p| = A'" .
( F 6) Under the assumptions of ( F 5)
sJ \= cp v \j/,

st \= \// -* <p .

(F 7) If #/ | = i/^ then from the assumptions of (F 5) it follows
jit | = (p

A

i]/ ,

s/ \= q> -* i//,

sf \= cp *-* i// .

Definition 1.1. For any two unified formulas cp,\J/ e Wm, \jj is called a consequent
(or \]/ follows) of cp (in a model si), symbolically cp => i/', iff for any sequence av, a2, ...
of individuals of the universe A for which
(1.12)

sS\=<p{xh,xil,...,xiJ[a1,a2,...]

also
(1.13)

sJ | = xjj{xti, xi2,...,

xim] [ a i , a2,

...].

If cp => $ and t// =>cp then (p and i// are said to be semantical!)' equivalent (in the
model st), symbolically cp o \fj. Formulas cp and i// are semantically equivalent (in
the model s/) iff for any sequence al3 a2, ... (1.12) holds iff (1.13) holds.
(F 8) Let (p, i// e Wm be any unified formulas. Then
1. cp =>

\}J

iff

kl - M
2. cp OI/J iff

M= M •

(F 9) Let <p, {// e Wm be any unified formulas, LA being true. Then cp => \j/.
(F 10) Let cp,\jj e Wm be any unified formulas, <p being true. Then cp •=> i/V iff i^ is
a true formula.
Comment 1.1. The relation => defines a partial order in the set Wm; analogically,
o is an equivalence relation in the set Wm.

2. PROBABILITY OF SATISFACTION FORMULAS
IN A GIVEN MODEL
Let W* be a set of all unified formulas with m free variables. Let
f:W*^2Am

(2.1)
be a mapping with the property

f(cp) = \cp\, cpe W* .
We denote by 8fim the setj((F*) of the images of all formulas <p e W* in the mapping
(2.1).
Lemma 2.1. The set system 0Sm forms an algebra in the space Am, m S: 1.
Proof. By (2.1), for each element Ve 3#m there exists a formula cp e W* for which
f(tp) = V = \cp\. For each cp e W* holds Icp e W* and, consequently, f(~\cp) e ®m.
Therefore, by (l .7)
f(-\cp)= \-[<p\ = ] ^ | = V,
i.e. Ve ^,„. Further, if Vt, V2 e 88m then there exist formulas cpucp2e W*, for which
f(<Pl) = I7! > /(<P2) = V2 .
For (/>! v cp2eWm and, by (1.9)
f(<Pi v <p2) - f(<Pi)vf(cp2)

= Vt u V2 ,

then V! u V2 e ^ m . Thus, J*m is an algebra in the space Am.
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Let P„, be a probability measure defined on the set $m. The number Pm(|<p|) for
\cp\ e (Mm which we rather write in the more simply way P„,(cp), is called a probability
of satisfaction of the formula cp, shortly a probability of the formula cp.
It follows from definition of satisfaction that if cp e Wm then \cp\ c A"'. If, in order
to unify, we extend cp to cp* by means of a true formula cpl e Wr, then cp* e Wm + r and
|<p*| <= Am + r . Moreover, A | = <pt implies
\(p*\ = \(p\ x A' .
Therefore, for probabilities
Pm+r(cp*) = Pm(cp). Pr(Ar) •

(2.2)

holds. But for every r = 1, 2, ... is Pr(Ar) = 1, consequently,

Pm + rW*)=

P

M'

This equation implies that probability of the formula cp* with an extended set of
variables is equal to probability of the former formula cp.
Let 3t* be the minimal tr-algebra on the space Am generated by the algebra 28m.
According to Caratheodory's extension theorem there exists a unique extension of
the measure Pm defined on 3Sm to the probability measure P* defined on 38m, with the
property
P*(<p) = Pm(cp),
cPeWm.
Now, we define a system <% of the cylinders C(cp) with the base \<p\, constructed
according to (1.4) in the space A0 of all sequences of individuals of the universe A.
It can be easy shown [7] that the system (€ forms an algebra in the space A0.
In the system <tf of subsets of the set A0 we define the probability measure P 0 by
P

o[C(cpJ] = Pm(cp) ,

cpeWm.
(

It is well-known [7], [8] that the algebra <g can be extended to the minimal
(j-algebra (€* containing (€, and that the measure P0 in <t? can be extended to the
probability measure P defined in the u-algebra (€*, in such a way that
p c

[ W ] = po[<A»] , <peWm.

Therefore, we may write
(2.3)

p

[C(<p)] = Pm(<p), <peWm,

m = 1, 2, ...

what defines a universal probability measure in the set of cylinders by means of probability measures in the particular algebras 9H'm, m = 1, 2, ... .
Notice, that in general it is impossible to define the probabilities Pm, m > 1, as
a product of the elementary probabilities Pt analogically to (2.2), because the bodies
of satisfaction of formulas may not be rectangular.

Thus, we have defined for a given model j / the probability space

n ( o = (Ao, **, P)
with the measure P defined in the er-algebra <€* of satisfaction cylinders of formulas
of the language if, those cylinders being defined in the space A0 of sequences of
individuals of the universe A.
Finally, we accept the agreement that, for simplicity, we shall speak only about
probabilities of formulas instead of probabilities of satisfaction cylinders of formulas,
and write only P(cp) instead of P[C(<p)], where P(cp) can be computed, according
to (2.3), as
P(<p) = Pm(<p), <peWm, m = 1,2, . . . .
It is easy to see that from the facts (F l) — (F 10) in the preceeding section next
propositions follow:
(P 1) Let <p, \\J be arbitrary unified formulas. Then for their probabilities hold:
0 g P((p) £ 1 ,
P(-\cp) = 1 - P(cp) ,
P(cp vty*

P(cp) + Pty) .

(P 2) Let cp e Wm be an arbitrary true formula. Then P(q>) = 1.
(P 3) Let i// e W* be an arbitrary formula and <p e Wm be a true formula. Then
P(<p Vtfr)= P(«A - <p) -= 1 ,
P(<p A I/,) = P(</> -. tfr) = P(9 «- </0 = P(</0 •
Definition 2.1. Formulas <p, \j/ e W* are said to be disjoint (in a model .R/) iff for
their satisfaction bodies holds
\cp A \j/\ = |<p| n |i//| = 0 .
7

(P 4) Let <p, ip e M * be arbitrary disjoint formulas. Then
(2.4)

P(cp A 0r) = 0
P(<p v *) = P(rp) + Pty) .

(P 5) Let <p, tA be arbitrary unified formulas for which cp => \ji or <p <=> i/f. Then
P(</>) £ P(^), <p=>\lt,
or
P(<p) - Pty) ,
respectively.

cp o i, ,
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(P 6) F o r any two unified formulas <p, \ji,
P(<P A «//) ^ min {P(cp), P(«/,)} .
(P 7) Let <p,tybe arbitrary unified formulas with the property cp => \j/. Tlien
(2.5)

P(cp A «/,) = ?(<p),
P(cp v tfr) -

Pty).

It is useful to define also the notion of conditional probability for unified formulas.
Definition 2.2. Let cp, \\i e W* be arbitrary unified formulas. The conditional probability P(<p | t/') of satisfaction of a formula <p, provided the formula \JJ is satisfied, is
defined by
(2.6)

P (

,

k )

=

^ ) ,

W

>

0

.

Lemma 2.2. Let cp, i/' be arbitrary disjoint unified formulas with [t^j =1= 0. Then
(2.7)

P(<p | ip) = 0 .

Proof. From the assumption \\j/\ 4= 0, it follows P(^) > 0, and from disjointness
of cp, ip, by (P 4), (2.4) follows. Then the definition (2.6) implies (2.7).
Lemma 2.3. Let cp, ip be arbitrary unified formulas in the relation i// => cp, \M + 0.
Then
(2.8)

P(cp | i>) = 1 ,

or

(2-9)

vty\9) = M
p

w

respectively.
Proof. From \\> => <p, by (p 7) the equality (2.5) follows in the. form P(cp A I » =
= P(i/r). Further, from |i//| =j= 0 follows P(i^) > 0. Therefore, the defining formula
(2.6) implies (2.8) or (2.9), respectively.
Lemma 2.4. Let cp, \p be arbitrary unified formulas with \cp\ + 0, |i/^| 4= 0. Then

(2Ao)

p(<pU) „%ti*LM.

P r o o f follows from the formula (2.6).
We use the concept of conditional probability to define independence of formulas
as follows.
Definition 2.3. Let q>, \J/ be arbitrary unified formulas. Satisfaction of a formula q>
is said not to depend on satisfaction of a formula \j/ (shortly, q> does not depend on \j/)
iff
(2.11)

P(q> | -A) = P(q>) .

If q> does not depend on i[/ and at the same time \\i does not depend on q>, then we say
that q> and ip are (mutually) independent.
Theorem 2.1. Unified formulas q>, \p are independent iff
(2.12)

P(q> A $) = P(q>) . P ( » .

P r o o f . From (2.6), it follows the equation
(2.13)

P(q> |tfr)P(ip) = P(q> A lj/) = P(ip \ q>) P((p) ,

from which we obtain, according to (2.11),
P(> | (p) = Pty).
Thus, if q> does not depend on \p, then \p does not depend on q>, i.e. q> and i// are
(mutually) independent. Obviously, then (2.13) implies (2.12).
Theorem 2.2. Let q>, \\i be arbitrary unified formulas, q> being true. Then q> and i]/
are independent.
Proof. By (P2) from $2 | = q> P(q>) = 1 follows, what by (2.9) in Lemma 2.3
implies that \\i does not depend on q>. Thus, q> and ij/ are independent.
Theorem 2.3. Let (q>, i//) be a pair of independent unified formulas. Then (q>, 1<p),
(lq>, \l/), (~\q>, 1\j/) also are pairs of independent formulas.
Proof. The formulas q> A I^ and q> A 1\j/ are clearly disjoint, and

\q>\ = \q> A \J/\ u \q> A n ^ l ,
i.e.
q> o (q> A ip) v (q> A 1 <[/) .
Consequently, by (P 5)
P(q>) = P(q> A\jf)+

P(q> A H ^ )
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and with the regard to independence of ip and \j/,
P(<p A n ^ ) =

P(<p).P(-i^),

what implies, by the Theorem 2.1, that <p and ~\ip are independent.
Analogically, it can be also proven that the pairs (~\<p,\jj) and (~\<p, ~\\J/) are
independent.
Definition 2.4. Let S be a denumerable set of unified formulas of the set Wm. The
set S is said to form a complete set of formulas (in a model s#) if
(a) for each <p e S, \<p\ 4= 0,
(b)-each two formulas <pj, <pk e S, j #= k, are disjoint,

(c) u M = Am.
s

The set S is said to be nontrivial if it contains at least two elements. If the set S
has the properties (a) and (b) but not (c), then S is called an incomplete set of formulas.
Definition 2.4 implies that for a complete set S of formulas,

(2.14)

P(UW) = I P W = 1 , <Pk'S.
k

k

Lemma 2.5. A nontrivial set of formulas does not contain any true formula.
Proof. Let S be a complete set of formulas containing <p and \j/, si | = <p. Then,
by (a) of the Definition 2.4, \<p\ * 0, \\j/\ * 0. Thus, P(<p) > 0, P(^) > 0. The
assumption s4 \ = <p, by (P 2), implies P(<p) = 1. Therefore, P(cp) + P(\p) > 1, what is
a contradiction to (2.14). For P(\j/) > 0, it should be P(<p) < 1; thus, <p cannot be true.
Theorem 2.4. Let S' be a nontrivial incomplete set of formulas of the set Wm. Then
there exists such a formula \jj e W* that S = S' u {ij/} is a complete set.
Proof. Put \]/ = ~\(W<p), <p e S'. Then \i//\ * 0 and for each <peS' cp and i// are
disjoint. Consequently, the formulas \/<p = ~\\]/ and ip are disjoint, and
\y<p v \p\ = |ni/> v i>| = Am ,

<peS'.

Thus, by Definition 2.4, S = S' u {i^} is a complete set of formulas.
Surely, for the set S holds (2.14) because from the given assumptions, it follows
P(</0 = P(HV<P) = 1 - P(V<?) = 1 - ZP(<p),

cpeS',

what implies

p(v<? v ij,) = p(v<p) + m

= yp(cp) + (i - EP(«P)) = i •

Theorem 2.5. Let S be a nontrivial complete set of unified formulas of the set W„„
and \ji e Wm is an arbitrary formula unified with formulas of S, with \\p\ ==
j 0. Then
for each (p e S,

(2-15)

Ff,|rt- ™ T P T V

"«S-

Proof. For each <oj e S and i// e Wn„ P(<p) > 0 and

M = u \v A <//|,
s
where for each two </>,, <p2 e S the sets j</>x A ip\ and [</>2 A t//| are disjoint. Therefore,
P(^) = X P(<p A ^ ) ,
tpeS

what, according to (2.6), implies
(2.16)

P(«/r) = Z Pty | <?) P(<?) •
tpeS

Under the given assumptions holds the Lemma 2.4 what enables us to use (2.10).
Putting the value (2.16) for P(t//) into (2.10) we obtain (2.15).
The Theorem 2.5 is called a Bayes' theorem on probabilities of formulas of the
complete set S, conditioned by the formula \p; on the other hand (2.16) is called
a formula of complete probability

of formulas.
(Received March 8, 1978.)
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